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A More New and Living Way
For I am showing you a more new and living way saith the Spirit of Grace; for know this
that as you go into me and offer yourself to me that the climb into more of who I am or
the walk into more of who I am in you becomes accelerated by these places in me in
which you stop and receive my habitation saith the Spirit of Grace. So know this that
there is a reward not in the time which is to come but there is a tremendous reward for
you now as in your senses and in the settlement of what life is and everything that
surrounds you. The greatest, he saying that the greatest that this life has to offer is a
place of stillness where things even in accelerated life and world inside of you things
become still, so this is what the present reward is for turning yourself over in a time of
acceleration is a stillness an absolute stillness so that inside of you everything slows
down while everything else around you is accelerating saith the Spirit of Grace.
For many and much of my church who loves me and will one day reside with me have
fallen into the traps of running in the spirit that is of this world not being of the world but
running in the spirit or with the spirit that is of the world taking heed of going here and
there at a rapid pace because of what they feel is demanded on them but know this there
is a place of stillness in me that governs all of your coming and all you’re going to the
place that everything around you becomes profitable both for you and for your
assignment on planet Earth. I desire to change your profitability of being your Father to
begin first for you that your life is more profitable in peace and joy and family and
finances and in all these things but do not, do not run as it were with an Acceleration of
the world but take your cues from me and listen and follow me.
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Inside of Me is Your Safety
Understand that your enemy and arch rival the one that rivals you in going forward
doesn't quite know what to do with you when you yield yourself in worship to me saith the
Spirit of Grace. Continue to remind yourself often and practice to move in to the
intimacy that comes along with worship in private worship understanding, understanding
this I said out of the mouth of babes and suckling I have ordained strength that you may
bring the enemy to a quiet a quiet place and allowing nothing of his voice to give
instruction to you, but know and understand this one of your greatest weaponry’s that I
have given you is to enter into that passage into my anointing through worship saith the
Spirit of Grace, and I not only hold you inside of this place but I also work a work on the
other side of that barrier (I almost hear the words firewalls) as a something on the other
side you're on this side and the enemy is on the other side, you're being treated well he's
not being treated to well hallelujah. You understand, if you understood as a parent as a
mother the protection you desire over your children in a moment's time you're ready to
step forth, spring forth protect, keep against any odds and fight with a vengeance for

their safety where do you suppose that that comes from for I the Father of Lights have
purposed from the very beginning that on the inside of me was your security but on the
outside of those things coming against you that I rose up as a roaring lion against those
things to fight and through my anointing bring a quietness and a resolve that came by a
lasting place of you watching from the inside seeing those things resolved without very
little of your effort being the thing that changed it, so inside of me is your place of safety
rejoice in these things saith the Spirit of Grace. Hallelujah, praise you Jesus, hallelujah

